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Study probes grad job scene
A special committee to study the
changing Job market for Bowling Green
graduates of the "Class of 71" has been
established by University President
Hollis A. Moore.
Dr. Moore made his request for the
study at the Board of Trustees meeting
last Friday
The committee is to be headed by the
Director of Placement Services, James
L Galloway.
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND AD-

MINISTRATORS,
along
with
representatives of industry, labor and
government, comprise the committee.
Dr. Moore, in his statement to the
Board, said changing job market needs
may require an adjustment in
curriculum, counseling and institutional
contacts.
"The committee will try to analyse
the existing Job market to discover the
areas of need as well as the areas of oversupply," Galloway said.

GALLOWAY HOPES that the study
will help in the counseling of incoming
freshmen.
"Although the Job shortage is extremely serious, Bowling Green is in a
better situation, as far as employers
coming to campus, than other schools in
the state," Galloway said.
He added that Bowling Green is one of
the first schools to undertake such a
study.
ALONG WITH ESTIMATING the

future needs of the job market, Galloway
hopes to discover and develop better
ways of marketing University graduates.
He feels the Impact of the report will
be felt at other schools as well.
Galloway said that the committee will
try to pin-point the unique problems of
Bowling Green, as well as general trends
in the job market.
Dr. Moore expects the committee to
have finished its work by March 1,
Galloway added.

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
include James Galloway, director of
University Placement Services; John
Ellis, superintendent of Lakewood public
schools; David Martin, assistant director
of the Ohio School Board Association;
James Barney, president of Retail
Clerks, local AFL-CIO, Mansfield.
Richard Berry, vice-president,
Ubbey-Owens Ford; Harry Lasher,
assistant dean of the College of Business
Administration; William Harris.director
of student teaching; Mary Cunningham,

senior (Ed.); Glenn
Waggoner,
managing editor of The BG News, Jeff
Sherman, student vice president of
academic affairs.James E. Hot, director
of University Relations; Robert
Wingerten, president of Ubbey Owens
Ford.
Irene Herron, assistant to the
president at the Ohio Medical College;
Donald Ragusa, assistant dean of the
CoUege of Arts and Sciences; Robert
Roberts, former president of Roberts
Toledo Rubber Company.

Trustees say Greeks
may move off campus
By Glean Waggoner
Managing Editor
The Board of Trustees has approved a
University policy toward greek housing
that allows these units the choice of
either remaining on campus or moving
off.
The policy, which was formulated by
the administration after talks with greek
units, had been tabled since November.
Dr. James Bond, vice president of
student affairs, told the Board he does
not anticipate any major changes in
housing patterns because of this policy.
Trustee Delmont Brown, North
Baltimore, expressed concern that the
University may be making off-campus
living so attractive that dormitory investments could be endangered.
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ARCHITECT FRED TOGUCH I points out features of the planned
addition to the Firelands branch of BGSU at Friday's meeting of
the Board of Trustees there. Costing $2.5 million, the structure is
scheduled for completion in September, 1973.

continuing operation of the chapter, "to
the best of its ability and in accord with
the University's policies, regulations and
activities."
On the student-to-the Board controversy. Trustee Charles Shanklln,
Columbus, said he thought the Board's
decision had been misinterpreted by
students to mean the student
representative would be a voting Board
member.
"What we approved was a
representative as a liaison person, not a
new member of the Board," Shanklin
said. "We have no power to name a
voting member."
MIKE SPRAGUE, student court
member, brought the Board up-todate

on the campus controversy surrounding
the recent elections for the Board
representative post, attributing the
confusion to problems within student
government and"overzealous reporting"
by some of the media.
Sprague told the Board that the
election had been declared Invalid, and
described procedures to be used in the
new election.
President of the Board Donald Simmons, Perrysburg, said the Board is
willing to meet with anyone the students
select as the delegate.
"But we are not going to try to tell the
students who they should choose, or how
he is to be chosen," Simmons emphasized.

TWO
ACADEMIC
DEGREE
programs were approved by the Board-a
Bachelor of Science in economics, and a
degree of "Specialist in Applied
Biology."
The new biology degree Is a postmaster's degree to develop personnel
who have exceptionally high levels of
skill and competence in relatively
narrow, defined specialties.
The Board meeting was held at the
Firelands Branch In Huron, where Board
members and administrators got a look
at the architects'model of the planned
third building for the Branch.
The addition has bean slated for
completion by September 1072, with a
budget allocation of $2.5 million.

is*

THE POLICY STATES campus
housing will continue to be available for
greek organizations that desire it, but
any unit may move off campus providing
the University is notified in writing of the
intention.
Moves planned for the beginning of
the next academic year must be made
known by March 1.
Freshmen and sophomores, unless 21
years of age, must reside on campus, the
policy explains.
Also, a .fraternity or sorority will
maintain University recognition by

Apollo 14 prepares
for 4 p.m. landing
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Apollo 14 astronauts packed away their
moon treasure yesterday and tidied up
the spacecraft with a vacuum cleaner as
they prepared for splashdown in the
South Pacific Tuesday.
Alan B. Shepard Jr., Edgar D. Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa worked much
of the day stowing the 108 pounds of rock
gathered during their lunar adventure
and trimming their command ship.
Newsmer submitted questions to
Mission Control for relay to the
astronauts for a televised news conference last night

The astronauts also tied down an 80pound docking mechanism they are
returning for engineering analysis. The
apparatus failed five times shortly after
launch Jan. 31 and experts on the ground
are anxious to find out why.
FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS from
Mission Control, the spacemen secured
the docking probe in a lower equipment
bay of their craft.
"When it came to the point about all
the rope tying, I was glad I'm flying with
two sailors," said Roosa, an Air Force
major. Shepard is a Navy captain, and

'Today

Black Culture Week
10-12 a.m. - Symposium: Daphne Golding, poetry reading; Michael
Harper, poetry reading; Toni Cade Bambara: "Language as a Political
Institution." Amani.
2-4p.m.-Symposium: Golding,Harper,Bambara,Amani.
7 pjn. - Creative Workshop of Toledo: DaphneGolding. poetry reading;
Michael Harper, poetry reading; Toni Cade Bambara, lecture on "The
Black Studies Game vs. a Black Education." Grand Ballroom,
University Union. Reception to follow, Amani.
The Purpose...
This week of BLACK CULTURE is regarded and designed as a model
of the diversity of the BLACK EXPERIENCE for the remaining weeks of
our lives. This model is to ASSIST BLACK PEOPLE and to INSPIRE
BLACK PEOPLE: to discover our past, to improve the present and to
plan our future.
There are as many Black cultural fruits as there are weeks to come.
Insist that Black culture live In view and in good health, or insist that
weeks cease to come. Peace to the Black people that are no longer here;
Power to the Black People who are hare and coming. SEIZE YOURS""-

J.Scott

Mitchell a Navy commander.
The astronauts make their scorching
re-entry today Into the earth's atmosphere and splash down at 4:04 p.m.
EST In the South Pacific.
They took star sightings to tune up
their navigation and used the vacuum
cleaners on board to remove any moon
dust floating in their craft.
Mission Control awakened the crew
from a 10-hour rest period and Mitchell,
the first one up, said he had trouble
rousing his crewmates.
"THERE'S SOME grumbling going
on over here about getting up," he said,
"but I think they'll be around in a
minute."
Capsule communicator Fred Haise
reported to the crew that at the
astronauts' homes the temperature
dropped to freezing during the night, a
rare event in Houston.
"Man," said Mitchell, "have you
moved Houston to the North Pole
already?"
Apollo 14 flashed past the halfway
mark of its voyage from the moon
Sunday night while the astronauts slept.
The spacecraft had left the moon
Saturday and started a long climb up a
gravity hill toward the earth, 238,000
miles away, its speed slowly dropping to
a low of 2,260 miles per hour.
SUNDAY NIGHT, the command ship
Kitty Hawk passed the crest of the hill
and fell into earth's gravitational pull,
and the speed increased.
By noon yesterday the ship was
clipping along at 3,264 m.p.h. and by the
time it collides with the earth's atmosphere today, Apollo 14 will be
streaking at 24,500 m.p.h., fast enough
for friction against the atmosphere to
turn to leading edge of the spacecraft red
hot

Nl>«h« br J.D. Flxlln

Agnew explains
revenue plan
By Rich Bergeman
News Editor

of special programs in their areas, such as model cities and I
the Appalachia program, now being funded by federal grants.

COLUMBUS- Vice President Spiro T. Agnew urged
representatives of local government here yesterday to
back his administration's revenue sharing plan.
"The Nixon administration is ready to put its face in
local government," Agnew said of a no-strings attached
local funding program.
"We don't need crittdam," ho added. "We need
assistance if we're to get this through Congress."
Agnew's explanation of the revenue sharing program,
which would spread 15 billion dollars in general federal
revenues and 111 billion in special funds among the states,
left Bowling Green Mayor F. Gus Skibbie, who came for the
; talk, "most impressed."

AGNEW ASSURED them that even though the formulas
for allocating the $11 billion in special revenues have not y A :
been finalized, no local or regional program would receive
less money than it does now.
The general revenue sharing plan, which President
Nixon outlined to the Congress In the State of the Union
message, involves handing over sums of money to each ;
state on the basis of Its population and present revenue
raising efforts.
Ohio would receive $212.5 million in general funds, and :
would in time hand over 48 to 52 per cent of it to county,
township and city governments.
Agnew said the $11 billion In special revenues will be :
available In six categories-elementary and secondary
education, urban development, rural development, transportation, manpower training, and law enforcement.

SKIBBIE SAID be had been following the revenue
sharing plan since it was revealed last month and had many
of his questions answered yesterday by Agnew's address.
"I feel more enthusiastic now," the mayor saio, adding
thai it will go far toward solving the financial woes of cities
like Bowling Green.
Agnew was questioned by state representatives, mayors
and county officials on how the money will get from the
state to the local governments.
The officials were particularly anxious about the status

HE SAID that In most cases the money would go directly
to the agencies Involved in the special programs, such as
urban renewal agencies, school board districts and the like.
"The state and local governments will be able to spend
these (general) funds where they most need them," Agnew
explained. "They'll have complete flexibility within the
categories ( of the special revenues.)"
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cross currents?

eDueRiaLs

the hot potato — abortion

starting over

PatdTachardt

Lutheran Cunpuf Pastor
Ualvenlty Latfaerai Chapel
In light of the mess surrounding the recent elections for
a student representative to the Board of Trustees, student
government took the best alternative available in deciding
to scrap the returns and start over.
Continuing the fighting over the last election would only
hurt the effectiveness of any "winner,"
and delay the
date that a student takes the post.
In the new election, scheduled tentatively for /March 5,
candidates will compete for the post after a primary
election has eliminated all but three.
As an aid in communicating the views of each candidate, another screening committee will be utilized but
with the sole purpose of interviewing each candidate and
Issuing a report of their comments.
During each candidate's screening session, five
minutes are allotted for questions from any member of the
University community.
During the last election, The News and others complained of an apparent uniformity in the views of the
candidates presented on the ballots.
We strongly urge for this election that students take the
time to apply for the job if they fear their views will not
otherwise be represented in the election.
For thisto be a truly valid election, the entire spectrum
of student viewpoints should be exposed to the student
vote.
Information on the candidates should be plentiful, and
the burden of proof is being shifted squarely onto the
student body.
If you seriously feel the need for a student representative to the Board, prove it with your candidacies and
your votes.

good teaching
Tomorrow, Feb. 10, marks the first anniversary of a BG
News in-depth piece on good teaching at this University.
Last year, some of us can remember, the article caused
quite a stir-not necessarily because it showed how some
faculty members can be walked on by other faculty
members*'with tpmire--tJUt>ndrVso7because it pinpointed
some heavy questions about education.
Questions that we would all do well to devote class time
to tomorrow, again, as many did last Feb. 10.
Let every Instructor, every professor tomorrow address his class time to the relevancy of good teaching.
Consider some questions such as how important rapport is between teacher and student.
And, teachers, will on some subjects of particular
concern to you as faculty members: publish or perish; up
or out; research over teaching. See what your classes
think of some of the hurdles you have to jump over.
It should become apparent to students that they are not
the only ones here always on the short end of the stick.
Additionally, we ask Student Council to consider the
good teaching question, again, as It did last year in a forum
at the Student Services Bldg.
Some of the answers Council can give Us might be: how
effective have professor-course evaluations been; what's
the rate of faculty turnover here and what factors account
for it; how many faculty policymaking bodies or committees
now
have
student
membership?
One day a year set aside for public evaluation of our
education goals, and how close we are to realizing them,
can be of great benefit to us all.
Let's let that day from here on in be Feb. 10.

It's never totally safe to presume what the most heated Issue is on campus at a
given time unless, of course, there are dear Indications Involving hundreds and
thousands of students (circa: the Spring of 70).
Presently, there seems to be no clear indication as to what is the most heated issue.
But a subject of some interest and concern is related to the W nter Symposium
conducted under the nuspices of U.C.F., revolving around the timeless matter of
sexuality. I can't remember...ever...a year dating back to my own 4 year stint at a
state university, Inclusive of this present one, when the subject of sexual relations
between the genders wasn't aired, discussed, debated and argued.
I rejoice that this subject is still being probed, even if it seems a little worn.
Besides the natural enduing interest sexual relations seems to carry from one
decade to the next, there's a new wrinkle to provide new Interest. Fifteen years ago,
the wrinkle might have been the use of a contraceptive: yea or nay. A few years later,
the pill became the hot potato
Now the focal point seems to be centered in the
medical process commonly referred to as abortion.
Abortion is no longer a word whispered In secluded hospital corridors or attempted
behind locked doors. It's a fact and has been for a long time. The question now (for
Ohio residents at least) Is whether or not this process will be allowed as a legal option
for those who wish to submit to it. From what I can gather, the issue will not come
before the voters, but will be decided by our elected officials as they convene In
Columbus.
I find this question of legality somewhat off in that the process is illegal only when
done in certain areas. If I travel to New York and there - by accident or design - rob a
bank, then what I did places me under the penalty of law as if I had robbed a bank in
Cygnet. But presumably, a girl can travel to a legal place, have an abortion, which
this State now considers to be illegal, return, and live free of any legal repercussions.

With Revenue-Sharing, Your Burdens Will Be
Our Burdens—And Vice Versa'

news
Lerrers
go to the moon?
In reply to the column that appeared in the February 4 issue of the BG News
concerning the space program as being one of the most valuable adventures ever
taken on by the government, I would like to point out some of the falicious arguments
presented in that column.
The ideal that the moon could be used as a haven for the overpopulated planet
Earth is rather absurd when on* considers the opens* of establishing a settlement on
the moon versus the cost of doing something about our population problems here at
home. The fact that we have always had problems here at home does not convince me
that we can not do anything about them, and the sooner our money is channeled into
constructive programs here on Earth the better.
As for the technological benefits thathave supposedly been spin-offs of the space
program, I can not see why equally useful benefits would not arise from finding better
methods of transportation, communication, and distributing the population here on
planet Earth.
Man's curiosity can be channeled into much more useful areas besides the Billion
Dollar Boondoggle called the race for space. Instead of competing in the Space
Program, the United States and Russia should compete on the basis of which country
can provide the best society to live in. Co to the Moon? No thanks!!

we BG news
An Independent Student Voice

Harry Hooker
234 Bromfield
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determining a 'real girl
I have news for Mr. Chris 1-ovdahl,
who presumably sees himself as one of
the great "gentlemen" of BGSU and
proves it by performing such feats of
Inestimable service as opening doors and
pulling out those heavy chairs for
"decent chicks". The news is this:
Makeup, clothes, hairstyle and other

ur man hoppe-

how the nixon
changed its spots
By Arthur Hoppe
Notional Columnist
Once upon a time in the country called Wonderfuland there
was a magical creature called a Nixon.
It had the magical property of being able to take itself apart
and put itself together with new ingredients as the times
demanded. As the times changed, it changed. Which is a virtue
highly respected by one and by all.
Now the first time the Nixon put itself together, it used all the
ingredients loved by theconservatives.H used Anti-Communism,
Military Might, Fiscal Responsibility. Universal Military
Training, Victory In War and it topped the whole thing off with a
whipping of Welfare Bums.
The Conservatives examined the total result, rubbed their
tummies and cried, "Mmmmmm, it's a Nixon!"
The Liberals examined the total result, clutched their throats
and cried, "Aghhh, it's a Nixon!"
Of course, both sides said it was nothing personal. The Conservatives said they loved the Nixon because of its Ingredients.
And the liberals said they hated the Nixon because of its
ingredients.
For this was the grown-up, rational way to Judge such
creatures.
The times, as times will, changed. They grew awfuller and
awfuller. Young despised old, blacks despised whites, rich
despised poor and the Conservatives and liberals went around
cluboing each other with metaphors, similles and any other
constructions handy.
The Nixon was very troubled. "I must," it said, "bring us
together. Oh tf only the Liberals loved me, too."

That any girl is able to do so is usually a.financial question, and that the safe place
exists at all, brings cheers from some I am sure, and frowns from others.
The issue from a legal point will be settled. Just when and what the final law will
state, I couldn't accurately guess. But I feel sure that regardless of what Ohio decides
as a State, the process known as abortion will continue either in legal places or
elsewhere. What needs to be considered from a basis of honesty (and we're all for
honesty aren't we?) is what abortion really is...legal or not.
Some say it's murder. Others disagree since no persuasive source of authority has
defined whether or not the newly Joined sperm and ovum constitutes a person. That
argument will go on for a long time. But we can't avoid the admission can we, that
abortion is destruction of "life." The fertilized egg can't be felt or seen to move, but
life has begun. The "thing" may not be breathing or be what we Judge as a person,
but the process of life has started.. and we choose to abort it.
What now becomes the vital focal point is the why: because we can't live with
what was a mistake; because we are merciful people; why? We should be able to
answer and live with our answer.

And then it had an idea. "The times have changed," it said,
"therefore I must change. I will take myself apart and put myself
together again with all the ingredients liberals love."
So the Nixon called all the Liberals together. And before their
very eyes, it took itself apart and put Itself together again with all
new Ingredients, one by one.
I-ook," said the Nixon, "I will begin by negotiating peace
treaties with the Communists."
"Mrnmmm," said the Liberals, rubbing their tummies,
"that's good!"
"Then," said the Nixon, "I add leas military spending."
"Mrnmmm," said the Liberals, rubbing their tummies,
"that's good!"
"Now," said the Nixon, "to help the unemployed, here's a
proposed $11.6 billion budget deficit."
"Mmmm," said the Liberals, rubbing their tummies, "that's
good!"
"And see," said the Nixon, "I'm abolishing the draft, leaving
out Victory In War and bringing our boys home."
"Mrnmmm," said the Liberals, rubbing their tummies
"that's good."
"Lastly," said the Nixon proudly, "I'm topping the whole thing
off with a revolutionary welfare program that's bound to end
poverty forever! Now do you love me?"
The Liberals circled slowly around the all-new creature and
examined it with profound thcojghtfulness. Then in unison they
clutched their throats and cried out in one voice:
"Aghhh, it's a Nixon!"
Moral: A Nixon may change with the times, but a Liberal?

superficialities do not determine a "real
girl".
Femininity is quite definitely proven
by certain unmistakable anatomical
distinctions, of which it seems your
parents didn't inform you. So, you see,
any further requirements you place upon
me, and other women, to qualify as
women, are entirely your own personal
biases, and we'd thank you to keep them
to yourself and your "chicks".
Many of us, fortunately, don't consider It worthwhile to change our appearances Just so you'll consider us '
worthy of having a door opened in our
honor. You show incredible conceit to
think that we have nothing better to do
than preen ourselves for you.
Chris Jones
205 N. Grove
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Students to assist
Financial Aids group

Adviser withdraws
from AEC hearings
ByMmriiMcCrabb

plant is not a scientific one-, it
boils down to a social issue of
Dr. Irwin Oster, the faculty potential harm versus the
adviser to LIFE, (Living In A potential benefit," Dr. Oster
Finer Environment) has with- said.
drawn from the Atomic
"Numbers such as one
Energy Commission's (AEC) death in a thousand or two
hearings on the proposed deaths in a thousand aren't
Davis Besse Nuclear Power much to impress the people as
Plant.
the potential amount of
In a prepared statement electricity or industry that the
which was read before the plantwill bring to the area."
U.S. Atomic Safety and Dr. Oster added.
Licensing Board, Dr. Oster
Even though Dr. Oster has
stated that he felt the con- resigned, he feels that I -IKE
troversy over the proposed will continue the fight against
plant could not be settled by the plant
"I have felt lately that,
scientific debate.
"The basic issue with the even for all the work that

LIFE put into the fight, we
were Just one group shouting
in the wind." Dr. Oster added.
"I have become convinced
that the plant will be built with
the majority of society's
current views on life and
living," he said in his
prepared statement.
Dr. Oster said that bis
withdrawal from the hearings
was not the result of any attacks against LIFE or himself.
During the summer. Dr.
Oster was attacked in letters
sent by Toledo Fdison to
University Fresidem Hollis A.
Moore. The Cleveland Press
and himself.
The letter to Dr. Moor*
from Toledo Edison said that
Dr. Oster "ought to be more
careful of his facts."
The letter from Edison
attacked The Cleveland Press
and Dr. Oster over statements
he had made about the DavisBesse plant at that time.
Dr. Oster said the decision
to withdraw was hard to reach
and that the plant will still be
built, but that his prior
commitments have forced
him to withdraw.
Dr. Oster said that teaching
researching and the need to
spend more personal attention
with his graduate students has
caused him to re-evaluate his
position.

Rioting, gunfire
erupt in Belfast
BELFAST.
Northern
Ireland (AP) - Rioting and
submachine-gun fire exploded
in Belfast last night after a
British army scout car ran
over and killed a 5-year-old
girl playing in the street.
Four other children were
wounded when submachinenun bullets sprayed a street in
a nearby district.
Crowds set fire to nine
trucks, cars and a bus, and the
army rushed reinforcements
into the trouble area.
In 1 xmdonderry. Northern
Ireland's second city, a
wholesale drug warehouse
and a bacon factory burst into
flames and threatened to
ignite the riverside dock
district. Police blamed an
incendiary' bomb.
Rush-hour traffic tangled
into chaos as fire engines
fought the blaze and 200
squealing pigs were brought
out of the burning building. A
second fire, started by a
bomb, blazed up in a downtown department store.
British forces dug in for
what they foresee as a
prolonged and bloody battle
with
guerrilla
gunmen
determined to end the partition of Ireland and bring
largely Protestant province
under control of the Roman
Catholic republic to the south.

Military authorities believe
the weekend of rioting in
which at least six men died is
only the beginning of a new
and grimmer phase of street
warfare.
In the latest Belfast street
fighting, a furious crowd of 200
attacked
three
British
military vehicles near the
Catholic New Lodge Road
section.

Student charges Congress
with surrender of war powers
said.
"If during the course of the
Second World War, America
had entered on the side of
Hitler's Germany, " he asked,
"would you have allowed
yourself to be drafted? Would
you have blindly said my
country right or wrong?"
"I hope you can appreciate
the magnitude of that dilemna
because that same painful
choice faces millions of
Americans today," he said.

WASHINTON (AP) - A
Standord University student
accused Congress yesterday
of giving up its right to declare
war and urged the Senate
Armed Servces Committee to
approve legislation to abolish
the draft.
Peter Knutson, chairman
of the Stanford Draft Repea'
Council, said his draft-age
friends are frustrated because
of being forced to fight and die
in an undeclared war in
Southeast Asia.
The moral dilemna facing
young men today would be
similar to American men
having to fight on the side of
Gemany in World War II, he

By Scott Scredon
Student' members have
been appointed to serve on the
three sub-committees of the
Committee
on
Student
Financial Aids, and now wait
for the approval of University
President Dr. Hollis Moore.
Names
pending
for
positions on the subcommittees are Bill Achbach,
Junior (Ed), Grants in Aid;
Jack Homey, junior (B.A.),
Scholarships; and Jim Seslar,
junior (Ed) Student Loans.
These appointments have
come as a result of a motion

Eco major in sight;
may be offered by fall
Nawsahata by K.r.n Humburg

OR. IRWIN OSTER, faculty advisor to LIFE,
withdrew yesterday from the fight to prevent
construction of the Davis Besse nuclear
power plant.

Federal 'snooping'
to be investigated
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Sam J. Ervin lays he has
asked three Cabinet officers to
testify during board hearings
on whether the federal
government
sometimes
violates the Constitution by
snooping on its citizens.
The hearings will open
Feb. 23 and will focus on the
Hill of Rights.elleged military
snooping on civilian groups,
and government use of
computers and data banks.
Ervin, in a speech
prepared for delivery on the
Senate floor yesterday, said
manydata-gatneringprograms
on citizens were undertaken in
the pursuit of a number of
high-sounding federal
programs, worthy in their
inception.
"But," he added, "because
of their scope, they threaten in
operation to become, and in

The Brothers Of
Delta Tau Delta Congratulate
Their New Lil Delts'

Psi Chi invites all psyche

Sor a Adom.
Km Borb*r
Solly Ba.l.r
Potty Brojcha
Bonm» Cameron
Lynn* Carroll
Kothv Co .grow
Corolyn Cross*!
Mawt**n D*vln*
Jon Eborsol*
Judy FOBS
Claudia Gandolfi
J*onn* Goorg*

majors, minors and
interested persons to a
Meeting

Wed. Feb 10
7:00 p.m.
108 Psyche Bldg

carried at a meeting of the
President's Advisory Committee on January 2t, which
approved the appointment of
student members on the subcommittees.
The responsibility of the
students on the subcommittee, according to Achbach, and Richard Gordley,
Director of Student Financial
Aids, will be that of policymaking.
"Although I haven't seen
anything on the funds
available for next year, we
will basically judge how to

O.bbi. Schwas*
Linda Sain
Oabbla Shirk
Conn. Stotrn
Lynn Thorp
Oabbla Tchala
Chris Traoowoy
Sandy Unlarbnnk
Nancy Walah
Bath Wall.,
Mory Ann W.I.I
Caa Caa Wilson
Koryn Wilson

Dabbla Goiyckl
B.cky Hollowoy
Bolb Jarala
Karen Kommayar
Marcha Knuth
Pag Lonco
Jonal Laosars
Sua Llndsnburgar
Dion. Malm
Oabbla Musyt
Christy Nlswongar
Clndla Phlnnay
Sally Robinson

some cases actually have
grown to be, monsters of the
laws stalking the privacy
and trampling the 1st
Amendment rights of Individual citizens."
Asked to testify were
Secretary
of
Health.
Education and Welfare Eliot
L. Richardson, and Atty.
Gen. John N. Mitchell.
Ervin said Richardson will
be questione March 11 on ways
in which Social Security
numbers are used.
Mitchell will be asked to
report March 9 on the
government's constitutional
power "to order or conduct
surveillance and to acquire
information on lawful political
activities, personal beliefs and
private lives of citizens where
no probable cause exists to
believe they are guilty of any
crimes "

An ecology major is in
sight for the University with
all three colleges included in
the program.
An Environmental Administration major in the
College of Business, and an
Environmental Science
program in both the Colleges
of Education and Arts and
Science are scheduled to be
presented to the Academic
Council today. If approved by
the council, the major could be
offered next fall quarter.
The major objectives of the
Business College's program
according to the proposal
presented to the Council, are
to provide the government,
private industry, and foundation groups with individuals
possessing an ability to
manage and make decisions
relating to environmental
problems.
"The technology is there to
solve the problems. What
we're lacking is the desire in
the level of the consumer,
industry and government,"
;aid Dr. Harry Lasher,
assistant dean of the College
of Business and director of the
program.
The College of Education
was the first to formulate a
major of this type.
The
program was presented to the
Academic Council in January,
but the Council decided to

postpone consideration of the
plan until similar proposals
from the other colleges could
be formulated.
The basic aim of the
College of Education according to Dr. William B.
Jackson, director of the Environmental Studies Center, is
to provide qualified people for
public health education, or for
teaching of hygiene.
Employment in public
health sanitation and pollution
control organizations are the
main goals of the Arts and
Sciences programs according
to their proposal, also being
presented to Academic
Council by Dr. Jackson.

determine where the money
will go on the Information Mr.
Gordley gives the committee," he said. "Then wecan
see where the gaps are, and
suggest things like how much
money we would like to have
for certain programs."
Gordley said the primary
function of the main committee, that of determining
academic criterion and
distribution of funds, will be
subject to student member
opinion. The students on the
sub-committees will help
determine such things as the
amount of money allotted to a
student as related to his
family income, and how high a
student's high school class
rank must be to receive a
grant, loan, or scholarship.
The biggest contributions
student members will make to
the sub-committees, Gordley
said, will be the student attitude.
"The students on the subcommittees will be carrying
the feeling of the campus
community," he stated, "and
act as a feedback into the
committee."
But, even though student
members will take on these
responsibilities, Gordley feels
they may find their role on the
sub-committees limited,
because of the nature of the
financial program.
"The program (Student
Financial Adis) itself isn't
flexible," he said.

ATTENTION
GEOGRAPHY MAJORS!!
Gamma Theta Upsi'/on
Founder's Dinner
Feb. 19 — 7 p.m. B G Women"
$2.50 Per Person

Club

Rasai.otlons By Fab. 12 To Any O.T.U. Offic.

Send your lovebundle
ourLoveBundle..
"And she'll be bitten by
the LoveBug. That's me.'

KOBE.;! A FLACK
In Concert
'Iniversity Union Ballroom
Feb. 10, 1971 Wednesday 8:00pm
TICKETS
S2.50 in advance S3.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

A Week

Usually ovollobla j| •> Cf\
(or (all than l£.,jKJ

Of Black
Culture"

What better word than "Love"?
What better way to say it than with the
"LoveBundle"?
A special Valentine's bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine's Day.
Order it to arrive early. Because it's designed to
stretch Valentine's Day into a whole week.
Why squeeze your love into one day?
Available only at an FTD florist. At a special price.
Send the FTD 'LoveBundle' for Valentine's week
'At an ind*pend*nt businessman, **ch FTD Mimbft Florist sets hit
own pricot.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Spring Quarter Seminars

'Alternatives — Robert Galbrecth assisted by
Lawrence Daly. Douglas Dcye
Carlos Drake. William Reichert
Donald Scherer and Trevor
Phillips
* Community Art — James Guinan & Jim Kellar
•Fantasy As Creative Mythology — Ray Browne & Brian Bond
* Foreign Policy Decision-Making — Richard C. Giardina
* Foreign Policy & National Goals — L. Edward Shuck. Jr.
* "Great-Grandfather's Mustache" Popula Culture In The Gay Nineties — Oliver Chamberlain
'Independent European Study — Adelia Peters
* Law & Urban Problems — Frank A. Graziano

4 Elective credit hours:
S/U Grading
OPEN TO ALL

and we're pleased to announce the following:

Paradigms: Sciences &
Aesthetics

Private Business & The
Public Interest
Karl Vogt
'Romanticism: Themes &
Variations
Robert Golbreath
'Toward Self-Undtrstanding — David Hathaway
* The Art Of The Silent
Cinema
— Ralph Wolfe & Jim
Meyers
* Experiments In Music
Composition
— Wallace E. Depue

Descriptions of seminars now available in the Office

A Comparative History of American & British Efforts In
Child Welfare, Poor Relief, Housing & Prison Reform. (15 hours)
- Study in B itoin

John P. Resch & Ohio
State University

Problems Of Intercollegiate Athletics (3 hours) HPE 470
-For further information call 2-2876

Randall Gloegt,
Elliott L. Blinn &
professional consultants

Pre-Registration: Anytime after 9 a.m. Wednesday
(Note: Seminars prefixed (*) require an interview
with the instructor prior to the signingup
procedure.)
Office of Experimental Studies
540-542 Education Bldg
2-2256
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S. Vietnamese enter Laos
SAIGON (AP) - South
Viebumete forces drove 10
miles Into southern Laos
yesterday and set up a fire

base about a third of the way
to their apparent objective-a
key supply junction on the Ho
Chi Minn Trail, field dispat-

ches reported.
They said the farces advancing across South Vietnam's northwest border met

Fewer teaching jobs open
in some education fields
The future is not particularly bright for education
majors, especially those
hoping to teach art, foreign
languages, music, health and
physical education or social
studies.
According to Michael
Kuhlin, assistant at the Office
of Career Planning and
Placement, there was a
surplus of secondary-level
teachers in these fields last
year.
However, employment
prospects for education
majors specializing in Industrial arts, mathematics or
science, are not quite so bleak.

Employment statistics from
last year indicate there is still
a shortage of candidates in
these fields.
Although the teaching
supply and demand reached a
balance in most fields last
year, studies Indicate that
industrial arts and occupational, vocational and
special education teachers
will continue to be needed for
the next one to three years.
Nearly
2.2
million
elementary and secondary
school teachers were employed during the 1169-70
academic year, reflecting a 33
per cent increase over the

Its «ot too lit* for
Mortar loard RtcoMM.Rdatiois
aid lifornatioi shoots
to bo rotouod.
Please complete and return such forms

number employed In i960.
However, fewer than
200,000 teachers will be needed
between now and 1960 to staff
new positions throughout the
country.
In addition, an
estimated 2.1 million will be
needed to replace those who
retire, die or leave the
profession for other reasons,
and 90,000 will be hired to
replace persons not meeting
certification requirements.
A recent decline in births is
expected to curtail elementary school enrollments until
1976, and enrollments will
remain below the high 1966
level until as late as 1960.
A reversal In the teacher
supply and demand at the
secondary level will also
continue during the next
decade, although perhaps not
as greatly as in the primary
grades.

only light resistance.
But heavy antiaircraft fire
greeted the initial waves of
airborne troops and four U.S.
helicopters were reported shot
down.
Two others
crashed
because of mechanical difficulties, the dispatches said,
but the crews of all six were
rescued.
The American helicopters
either ferried South Vietnamese troops into LAOS or
supported their ground
operation. No VS. ground
troops were involved, the U.S.
Command said.
The South Vietamese fire
base was reported established
on Highway 9 which leads to
Sepone, about 30 miles west of

WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon proposed
yesterday strong new enforcement powers for the
Environmental Protection
Agency to combat water
pollution, ocean dumping,
excessive noise, and the
misuse of pesticides and other
poisons.

HARRY-RAY-FENTON
WE LOVE YOU!

THANK YOU

Alpha Chi's

Think Yoi For Holpio. Us
Develop

Oir Delivery Service

We're Now Ready To Dolivor
Froth Hot McDonald's Food

We're for living in a
finer environment,
Ploaf donate to:

Col
Sunday - Thuisdo)
Friday - Saturday

6:30-10:30 p.m.
7 p.m. - 12.00

352-7474

the frontier and believed to be
■ center for the transshipment
of supplies and men down the
300 mile Ho Chi Minn trail
from North Vietnam.
S>.pone apparently is at
least one of the objectives of
the drive that got off at
daybreak Monday with South
Vietnamese troops waving
and laughing as they crossed
ino Laos.
U.S. helicopter
gunships crews reported
destroying rice snd other
supplies as well as antiaircraft weapons in the
operations area.
About 140 U.S. helicopters
took part in the initial assault.
The Incursion was called
Operation Lam Son 719-

LIFE
Box IS
U Hall
BGSU

for

M Obstacle.
DOWN
1 .Mini noisily.

2 Rabbit,

.'i Kffji allil|M'd.
4 CollmKiH'V

S;illil.ii :n

tree.
Beneath.
Certain.

rlini.
32 Marry
secretly.
33 More niutiire.
34 l'ro|>liets.
37 Assault.

53 l.i-K joint.

54
55
57
58
59
R2

Frosted.
(load.
Paradise.
Antitoxin.
Sharp flavor.
Creek letter.

II in wed.
KiMereil.
Old horses.
Veins.
K.»llnwer.
Kriiurniil
COlll|HlUll<ls.
I»«»MK>

wiislelmnlv
A seen del I.
KalsehoiHl.
IliHli
nionnliiin*.

KxliaMsieil.
Overcome

WhirliHiols.
Col.mislv

Enforcement recommendations were coupled with
proposals to tax air polluting
sulphur in fuels and lead in
gasoline, evidence of Nixon's
stated goal of making market
forces work against pollution.
He called also for a
national land-use policy
designed to encourage the
states to set up environmentprotecting programs.
Nixon's program, outlined
In a special presidential
message to Congress, would
require passage of about 14
pieces of legislation, said
Russell E. Train, chairman of
the President's Council on
Environmental Quality.
That would place the
Republican administrations
proposals at the mercy of a
Democrat
controlled
Congress; but some key officials believe the political
rivalry may enhance, rather
than harm, chances for
significant action, as both
parties seek voter credit.

Klveua
ULIIIIK

JiHirney.
l-'rvinu: iNHIRi
Check.
Out' I line.

Sleeveless
icm-int-nts.
Notion.

Twelve ■ ■ i<-li

DO e
TODaY

Organiiational Meeting

Dr. C. H. McCaghy will
speak on "Homosexuality" at
9 p.m. in the Main Lounge
Ashley Hall.

Solution to Yesterday's Puttie

CRYPTOGRAM - Hy Barbara J. Ruga

Will set up a membership
booth from 12 p.m. to 3 pin. in
the Education Bldg. for all
those still wishing to Join.

■I. ICK

4M1 IJIIil
ClHUUCl
UlJUJjJ Jill]
ifim

ir.ni

I'OSTK

I'FO ONSAVK l<

i'if.ii.ii:i
POSTKP!" CSTIEOP OLVP

'vi :n

iii

11 m

uni,i

IM XI-OIKRFI A

iiiiii MMIJ

PI.CKKIN.

Yesterday's cryptogram: Stock brokers' prob-

-nil mi

UNIVERSITY
KARATECLUB

RUGBYCLUB
Will hold an organizational
meeting in 102 Hanna at 7 p.m.
Picture for the Key will be
taken.
COUNSELING CENTER

ASSOCIATION OK
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

1/0/71

I Field Enterprises, Int.. 1071

leiiMths.
I loin-sly.

Will meet In the Dogwood
Suite, Union from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m.

HUMAN SEXUALITY
SYMPOSIUM

1050 South Main St.
Bowling Gieen, Ohio

liii (lull-like
bird.
IJ7 Spreads.
drying:.
IM Wintrier.

40 Has doubt*.
41 Felons.
43 Cround
grain.
44 Agitate.
4li Hays.
411 Worthless.
5(1 He-Kin.
52 (it-nlle.

letter,
INiiHicra.
Kxlra large
site.

RUGBY CLUB

McDonald's Delivery Service

ACROSS
Store.
Snares.
Poisonous
MUlkcS.
Molten rock.
Marconi's
invention.
("cn»e.

23 Church
Cjcction.
aks
suddenly.
27 Astonish.
2H (iuve in
small
portions.
2S l-:» ported.
.Ill Oaks or

prnlili'iiiv
AlphiilH'l

ore you ?

To Yoir Door, In A Jiffy

5 Walk laboriously.
0 Moved
swiftly.
7 Annexes.
X IH'Voiitncss.
9 Most rcitrrlful.
10 Help.
11 Stupify.
12 Skin
openinii.
13 Drove too
fast.
21 Spikes of
corn.

By Irene Sekula

Nixon proposes
new eco policy

to Mortar Board
440 Student Services Now!!

PUZZLE

The Growth Room will be
open from 1 p.m. to S p.m. in
320 Student Services for those
who wish to explore and expand their relationships with
self and others.
UNIVERSITY
DAMSELLES
Will
meet
in
the
Auditorium of the Student

nncin

lems rompclllnv mergers for self-protection.

Health Center at 8 pjn. Dr.
Morris Weinberger, Associate
Professor of Education at
BGSU will be the guest
speaker.
The topic of
discussion for the evening will
be "Sensitivity
Training."
Refreshments will be served.
ACTIVE CHRISTIANS
TODAY
Will meet in 21S Education
Bldg. at7p.m. GaryHawesof
the Student Christian Ministry
at Michigan Stale will speak
on "Arranging Priorities and
Maintaining Perspective."
B.G. BUSINESS
CLUB
Will meet In 112 Life
Sciences at 7 pjn.
Ted
Jenkins will speak on "College
Recruiting." Jenkins Is a
recruiter for Ubbey Owen
Ford.

Apelicetioes
far
stedeet tristee
Applications are now
available for student
representative to the
Board of Trustees, as
well as for position on
the screening committee which will Interview the candidates.
Interested parsons
may obtain the forms at
the Student Activities
Office, 405 Student
Services Bldg, according to Elaine
Fortney, student body
secretary.

102 HOMO Hall

CLASSIFIED

7:00 PM
Brlif Dees,
Koy Pictoro Will Be Tokoi

PROUT
BRIDAL SERIES
Klevers Diamond Display
JsL

"Symmetry" by

( tmMff t/oNtew

Fob JO 6 A 7 PM
Alumni Room Union

This il o nng for the girl who dootn't
need ony devices to call attention
lo her.ell. The) girt who chooses it know,
ihei tomething speool ond th« ring
itself is |uit one mort way ol
ioymg 'the knows". And il rho ring looms
unique, to is its guaronfoo. If you should
want o larger diamond later on,
Orongo Blossom will •-change it tor its
lull purchase price. Now lor
the first time, o diamond is realty forever.
Symmetry, by Orange Blossom:

Ftb. 17 China, Crystal and
Silver
6 & 7 Alumni Room Union
Feb. 24 Bridal Fashion Show
7:30 P.M. Grand Ball Room
WomensFashionsby
Wtstgatt Bridal Shop
Mens Fashions by — Nichols

oilL JEWELERS

Flowers by ~ The Flowsrhoust
Lane Hopechest lo bt raffled Off

Rtfiitnml fmmmin
Tickets on Sale for all events at
Prouls Main Desk Admission 25,
ISO SOUTH MAIN ST.

RIDES
Rate Needed lo Ashland O.
Feb. It Call Connie J-4506

PHILIP MORTON Contemporary Jeweler HI W.
Wooster

Available immediately Apt
119 Thurstln Manor Call JU
MS or SU-7M from 4-7

3 yr. old RCA U" b*w TV $»
or bait otter. SS1-77M

Girls needed to share apt.
near campus Spring, Summer Fall qtr. Under K0 mo.
Call 353-IH6alters pm

Ride needed lo Pitta Feb. 11.
Buddy SS3-7V44

Muat aril new Royal portable
electric typewriter Make
3 girl, need ride lo Chicago offer. Call 151-7403
Feb. 11 or II. Call S7J-J433 or
37W431
Mini-Refrlg : Ideal tor room
or office only 171 Call 35M07I
Ride needed to Youngstown afvsr (30 p.m
Than. Feb. 11 and-or return
rate Mon. Feb. IS Win share MENS Contraceptives Im•xpensM Gwen. SU-77M
ported and bail American
brands Details free Samples'
Rate needed to Kent Feb. 11 and Catalogue II.
POPWill pay. Call Carol 3-S4H
SERVE, BOI
utmjp
CHAPEL HILL, NC. 17SI4
LOST » FOUNT)
"«7"a Fur coat for
sale
FOUND;
Black rimmed Genuine Black seal. In decent
glasses 2-54S4
shape Call 3M-3M1 anytime
MS
Please return billfold stolen
tram Woman's gym locker For Sale: 64 Plymouth 4 door
REWARD. NO QUESTIONS •on. VI, auto. Runs nice Call
ASKED Contact 2-3319 or after S, 331*377
leave at Campus Security
Office
Sofas. Cheat of Drawers. Side
Tables,Drapes, and Rods
LOST; 1 or. of glasses, round Miscellaneous Items going
with Mack plastic rims In s cheap Call 3M-MM
Mack case with name Inside
Call Sandy X4305
VATAN's IM S. Main, Fab. 413. Valentine's Day Sale 10 to
BUSINESS
O P
> par cent off everything In
ptWTUNrriES
the store. Bring in this ad for
free gift lU to Ml while they
Will sew almoat anything last, with M purchase or more.
prices start Sl.oo. Knit and Order charms, towetsry, etc.
crochet, or lessons. Debbie I- at special prices.
————
Eiperlenced typtot theses,
•ana papers, etc. 3M-7733

KPlymouthconv. BastOffer
over 1471
P*. 4J4-M11
Bloomdale

FOR SALE OR RENT

For Ssle:
Vrlog diamend
wedding aet.
Modern
"Keapeake" setting.
Call
Chart 37V17M aflar 4

Typewriters adders and
cakmlalora. Sales service and
restate, B7 S Main JW-77M
Majsooc Paint Bldg.
MCYOtiD THE ORDINARY
•Ms by

I TRACK TAPES MADE from
your rocorda.
Excellent
itcaawajs 111 Darrow, 14oM

House to sublease summer; 1
bfe. tram campus; Jim J-MM
1 girl to replace 1 in 4 girl apt
Balance of lease at M0 par mo.
Call 3J3-OK* from Sum-4 JO
pm Mon-Frl for appt to show
Girl needed for Apt spr andor summer 301-7124 after 5
URGENT Apt. for 1 or J
needed far spring qtr. phone
37*47*
Female Roommate needed for
spring qtr. 3H-74N
Newly built 1 bedroom apt s
near university year loose
starting June 19 completely
furnished for 4 students at MS
per student Phone 3S3-73S1
Apt. to sub-lease for
quarwx-Wlnthrep S. Call JUTwo girU wish to sublet apart.
or house lor spr. qtr. Call 144aSafterl
Available for summer-new 4
man apt. 1 block from campus Call «3M or 1-S3M
F. rmmt wanted pri. bdrm.
ham. Apt. 3S1-7*M
Need: legate to Sublet apt
Irnrned. Nees-Campus. MS
7S7S between 11-4.
REMEMBER!!!!!
Get your Valrntinc
classifieds into
OK News
esrly.

Need girl lo ihare apartment
with three others tor next tall
Call I4MI
Needed by 1 lemalea Apt. tor
spring qtr. 1-1707
Wlnthrop Terrace now taking
reservst'ons for summer
rental 142 bedroom Apartments turnished Air conditioning 4 pool SJ.I1JJ
WANTED4. r-mate to share
apt.-MSmo. CallSSJ,1417
Two Spacy Little Sleaea lay
Thanks to laser blonde Delt
Fug Brothers Debbie 4 Patti
PM Tau's Oar kitchen's never
gonna be the same again!
Alpha CN's
Pines Roller Rink. JMS Main
open Frl-Sat mntaaja 7:M10:N Sat 4 Sun evenings 74msunee 1-4 pea.
Special
Group Rates Ph 3SMB1
VAL:
Welcome Into ACTTVEhood! Lad. Chop
Barb:
Congrata on going
ACTIVE. L4L Your Big
Clndy^ongrato on being
outstanding pledge! You're a
tantaaUc "ststar"!
Lore,
BMkr
Congratulations ME HONEES
and ME BABY HONEYS! We
wish yea HVPee-Neas.
Congratulations to Lealse and
Steve on your Stg Ep plnnlngthe Phi's

Congratulations
Cart
Galloway and Mary Kawarmann on your lavaliortng.
The Brothers of
Sigma Chi
Gee. ZBT's we certainly like
the way you make tea!! The
Pat's
Happy Anniversary Nanc 4
Scott may this be en of many
Love Ya sometimes
It's net too late for Mortar
Board recommendations and
Information sheets to be
returned.
Please comparts
and return such forma as
Mortar Board. 440 Student
REWARD!!!!
•M tor ire-armada leading le
the arrest of anyone lUeung
or sttamptlng lo steal Pataaa
from the cars of the Falcon.
PagUai's or Puanello's
Life adjuwtmant made a*.
flcult by sexual prsreiesaj) •
Non-)«dgmental,
caafkfc iBal support available.
Call JB-PLUS lor Infermatasa
Persons are available Call 1SMI Oxanoellng Cantor, MS
Student Services
rJrad-Corujratulattons on
tlst! You're now an
old man.Love, Lisa
Loon Lisa, You've get a
really groat guy. dnnajiaeeal
Hey JwJe-Congn.tuUUona ea
year Kapsai Sig Unberaag,
MA andGayie

Tba Brothers of Doha Tau
Delta conejataMo their now
LU'Delta
Alpha Chi. We're bag ea
wwaaasBay-s meal-Pat Tea's
Setter late aw

KBS A TOAD TONIGHT--by
order o* Use Great Teed
Heap, Gloop and ? Use M
reauyuniloto Both ea soauw
Active DeJto Gaanaa
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'Amani' blooms in new loo
A campus night spot that
once had the look of a German
bear cellar haa become a fullcolor illustration of the
American dream at the
University.
Formerly known as the
Rathskeller, the redecorated
recreation area has been
reopened and renamed
"Amani"
In
special
ceremonies at noon yesterday.
Proposed by members of
the Black Studer.t Union, and
approved by the Committee
that
supervised
the
radecoration
project,
"Amani" is Swahili for "house
of peace."
Two years ago a group of
black students asked that the
University redecorate the
area in an Afro-American
theme. The area was In need
of refurnishing, so a planning
committee, called the Ethnic
Culture Committee, was
fc.ned and students from

MowooHoto by Brian Si.ll.n.

Th« "Rat" was renamed the} "Amani" yesterday
featuring University President Hollis A. Moore.

The following employment
opportunities are available for
the week of February 16.
Appointments for interviews
can now be made in the Office
of Career Planning and
Placement Services, third
floor of the Student Services
Bldg.

in ceremonies

various ethnic groups
Invited to participate, but
black students were the only
volunteers.
The committee worked
closely with Dave Neuman,
assistant to the University
architect, and the AfroAmerican idea evolved into a
strong multi-ethnic American
theme, a decor in which all
students could feel at home.
The first area of the room
to be completed was the dance
floor.
Super-graphic expression in the form of large
diamond motifs in bright red
and green, is used on the walls
surrounding the wooden dance
floor.
"The idea behind this was
that the triangle or diamond
forms were prevslent ir.
primitive art," Neuman
pointed out. "The colors used
through the rooms are those of
races-black, white, and
yellow-as well as the colors

- Most areas.
Loraln Co. Bd. of Ed., Ohio
- Bus. ed., elem., Eng., Ind.
ed., math., sci. sp. ed., music.
GreenhUls - Forest Park
Michigan - El. ed., math, gen. Schls., Ohio - All areas.
sci., physics., chem., vocal
Battle Creek Pb. Schls.,
music.
Mich. - Journalism, bus. ed.,
el. ed., ind. ed., math, vocal
FEBRUARY 16
music, sp. ed., gtiid 4 couns.,
Fraser
Pb.
Schls., reading.
Michigsn - Open.
Carman Schls, Mich. Oneids City Schls., New Open.
York. - El. ed., art., Eng.,
Piqua City Schls, Ohio - El.
math, mus, sci., spec, ed., ed., sp. ed., all areas.
speech the.
Sandusky City Schls., Ohio
Sandusky City Schls., Ohio - Most areas.

Employment Opportunities

supervisory & managerial.
B.F. Goodrich Co. - Corp.
non-tech.
Owens-Illinois - Sales trng.,
comp. trng., prod. mgmt.
Goodyear Tire 4 Rubber
BUSINESS
Co. - Open.
Consolidated Frelghtways
FEBRUARY 16
Xerox Corporation - Sales - Mgmt. trainees.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. rep. - marketing.
Hike's - BS, BA, or MBA. Actuarial, acctg., ins. adm.,
Union Carbide - Fin. com. prog., pers. mgmt.
consultant.
control trne.
Timken Roller Bearing Co.
- Steel & tube oper. mgmt., FEBRUARY 19
bear. fact. oper. mgmt.,
Touche Ross & Co. - Open.
Abes Corp. - Open.
comp. sci. sec. & trees, div.,
Transcon Lines - Mgmt.
sales admin., mrkt. res., steel
trne., maintenance trne.
& tube div.
Stouffer Foods - Econ.
U.S. Steel - Open.
theory, acctg., ind. a prod,
mgmt., marketing - Sales
FEBRUARY 17
Internationa.' Paper Co - mgmt., gen. bus.
Sales program, dist. anal.,
AGENCIES AND COLLEGES
corp. & plant acctg.
Eli Lilly & Co. - Open.
Rike's - BS, BA or MBA. FEBRUARY 17
Boy Scouts of America National Cash RegisterFin, anal, accts., ind. mgmt., Exec, trainees.
& prod., prog.-eys. anal.
Owens-Illinois - Sales trng., FEBRUARY 18
Army Medical Specialist
comp trng., prod. mgmt.
SIS. fcresge Co - Mgmt. 08rp. - Diet, student program,
diet, intern, phy. ther. sumtrainees.
Manufacturer's National mer practicum, phy. ther.
Bank - Comm. credit anal., course, diet, summer practicum.
mgmt. dev.
FEBRUARY 19
FEBRUARY 16
Young Mens Christian
Equitable of Iowa Life Ins.
- Mrktg. with emphasis on Assoc. - Open.

U.A.O.
BAHAMAS MEETING
All persons Signed up
or interested

Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland - Open.
SCHOOLS
FEBRUARY 16
Rowland United Schl.
Dist., Calif. - Open.
Van
Wert City Schls.,
Ohio - All areas.
Uiica Comm. Schls., Mich.
- Elem., music-vocal, bus.
educ, lang., earth sci., math,
dist. educ.
Marion City Bd. of Educ,
Ohio - O.W.E., el. ed., math,
sci., EMR., speech It hear,
ther.. lib. sci., MHPE. soc.
studies.
Willard City Schools, Ohio Ind. arts, bus. ed., WHPE,
EMR., elem. soc., St.,
coaching, elem. vocal music.
Pontlac City Schls., Mich. El. ed., math, gen. sci.,
physics, chem., vocal music.
Montgomery Co. Schls.,
Ohio - All areas.
Cleveland City Schl. Dist.,
Ohio - Most areas.
FEBRUARY. H
East Cleveland Bd. of Ed.,
Ohio - Elem., bus. comp., sci.
comp., math, voc., ind. arts.,
sp. ed.
Cleveland City Schl. Dist.,
Ohio - Most areas.
Montgomery Co. Schls.,
Ohio - All areas.
Pontiac City Schls.,

Sandy Howett
Karen Johnson
Nancy Lockwood
Pattie Polcar
Mono Kuhrkraul
Becky Spahr
Rhonda Tokash

Sheree Gibson
....

I

Marshall
Guard
Ass't Rush Chair
Hostess

and congrot's to the old ones , too!II

Jut Write A Slogai For Tit
Static*. And Wil Three Albums

When accompanied by
a like garment at reg.
price.

Of Yoir Choice

Sorry, no cranberry,

WFAL - 680
Slogan Contest

pink or plaid, just

RED
Example - Red dress

Name

Dorm &

or coat cleaned free
with a dress or

p

hone

Slogan

coat of any other
color.

S.nd all ontrlei to WFAL Room 413
South Hall B.lor. Fob. 15.

£ mn

Good L'jckll

dffrawtyn/Dry Cleomna

Les McCarni
I.EON THOMAS
& THE PRE31DENT9

'A Week Of

IN CONCERT
Bowling Green State University. BG
Friday, Feb. 12 8:00pm Memorial Hall
TICKliTS:
S3.00 in advance S4.00 at the door

Black
Culture"

Tickets on sale at the union ticket
performance

Sisters

PROGRESSIVE ROCK
WAWR 93.5 FM

After Inventory

CLEARANCE

H4****t****t*************»*t****»»*******»*****»*******f *'**»»*****»*

Congratul ation
To The New Officers
Of Alpha Phi

Administavite Ass't
Personal Reference
Quarterly Corresp.
Chaplain
Historians

Til VALINTINI'S DAY

Any RID Garment
Dry Cleaned FREE

WFAL Is Looking For A Slogan,

Welcome

Wednesdoy Feb. 10th—8:00 p.m.
Pink Dogwood — Union

Donna Snider
Trocye Vanriper
Susie Morrison
Peggy Inskeep
Cris Pica
Debbie Herwick
Morg Ferreri
p
eggy Sounders
Susie Shupp
Bonnie Slabaugh
Ellen Borsits
Debbie Borneman
Pom Greenwalt
Cathy Kniffin
Sandy Cox
Myra Diederick
Barb Byran
Julie Chrisman
Laura Chuhay
Missy Horner
Susan Bauderer
Kathy Jones

representative of the idea of |
working together.
The opening ceremonies I
for the "Amani" occurred on I
the second day of this year's I
Black Culture Week.

office and at the door on the night of

• *

President
1 Vice "resident
2 Vice President
3 Vice Resident
House Chairman
Rush Chairman
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Sec'y
Panhel Delegate
Social Chairman
Rush Coincilors

WIN 3 ALBUMS
FREE

include both WFAL & 680.

Gamma Phi Beta ACTIVES

Jeanne George
Lindo Gerstner

quote from Martin Luther
King-"I have a dream-one
America."
"I think It's the exclamation point for the whole
decorating scheme," Neuman
commented. "Because of this
quote, there will be no mistake
in anyone's mind <*i»l our
intentions were in planning
the room."
The lounge features a huge
mural across the back wall.
The mural, designed by
Toledosn Richard Rogers, a
part time student at the
University, consists of five
sections. The center portrays
four hands of different colors
grasping a pole and Is

Remember all entries must

Congratulations NEW

Debbie Emerick
Cindy Cochran
Carol Dunbar
Claudia Gandolfi

used in primitive art-red and
green-because these dyes
were easiest to make."
Separated from the lounge
by a black wire screen, the
dance floor is circled by tables
and chairs that have been
strained dark walnut. The
ceiling and support columns In
the room have been painted
black, and bamboo curtains
mask the windows. The dance
floor is illuminated with
yellow lights that give the
room a cave-like atmosphere
to follow the primitive theme.
Near the entrance to the
dance floor, mounted in brass
letters on a black wall and
illuminated by a spotlight is a

CASUAL SLACKS

WANTED:
Col left men and women for manZment positions in government,
it meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available tor in.
collage trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

($•■• Jo.*)

Reo.9.00-16.00

3.99

SWEATERS As Low As 5.99
Eitire Sweater stock Redeced

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission,you'll receive$50 each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Training Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, including flying, in between. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your talents can take you.
So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a
managerial position In the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in thi> coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Oept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas'/ 8148. and get you r post gr ad uate career off the ground.

USAF Military Personnel Center

Met*

Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
|

Please send me more information
on:
O Officer Training School
D Air Force ROTC Program
NAMt

{ an

|

SHOES "JJf1

Now 9.99

AOOOfSS

I

I
I
i
i
I

SPORT COATS N*HT TO 65.OO
Now 29.99
DRESS SLACKS ■•••■«>r 1..00..0.00
Now 1/2 Price

ruQ»[

»IATI

"'

OATt Of C«AOI»tlOM

SCHOOL
I unoWMond there if no oBligation.

I
I
I

rVxiyoutssrfinH^UrwtsKJSto^AirFofc.

OUTERWEAR

Jackets

SAVE 1/2 AND MORE

€htBtn
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leers slap Broncos
for seventh straight
By Fred R. Ortllp
Assistant Sport* Editor
In gazing retrospectively over last
weekend's series between BG and
Western Michigan, it was more than
apparent the Broncos made one glaring
mistake above all others that cost them
dearly. They showed up to play.
As a result, the Big Bowling Green
Machine, which now has pounded out
seven straight wins and eight In Its last
10, completely mashed the lifeless
Broncs, 8-2 and 9-0, before a combined
total of 4,720 fans. BG moved Its record
to 12-11 for the season with eight games to
play and ended a successful three week
home stand with no losses. Western now
sports a 4-9 mark.
The Falcons-looking more like big,
ominous vultures-took full advantage of
Western's big goof with an assault on the
team record book.

spons
Gerry Bradbury, who Saturday tied
the team mark for points In a game for
the second time this season (five), had
two goals for the weekend and now only
needs a goal this Friday to tie the record
for consecutive games scoring a goal
(six) set by Gordie McCosh earlier In the
season.
He added eight more points onto his
season's total and now ha- 37, Just two
behind leader McCosh. The high-flying
l,eamington, Ont., freshman has tallied
six goals and 22 points in his last seven
games.
McCosh had five points Friday for the
third time this season (a record) and has
scored at least one point in his last nine
games. Both he and Bradbury are fast
closing in on the season scoring mark of
42,
Mike "Bronco" Hartley drilled his
second hat-trick of the season Friday for
a new squad standard and now leads the
club with 15 goals. The record Is 16.
Goalie Paul Galaski got his first
shutout of the season and tied Terry
Miskolczi for career whitewashes with
two.
The Toronto Junior seemed to be In the
middle of much of the post-game chatter
Saturday. "Write Paulupbig,"someone
kidded. "He played a hell of a game."
The crack was on Galaski's 13 saves-not
much of a night's work. "Aw, look,"
retorted Paul, "I even worked up a
sweat."
Although he did only stop 13 shots for
the whitewash, about a half dozen of
those that were better than average
efforts.
The Birds had trouble getting in gear
both games but as time progressed the
score increased. Friday, the Falcons
found themselves on the short end of the
score 12-1) for the first time in a long
while early in the second period.
It took Chuck Gyles' game misconduct to get them going. They netted three
goals in the second to take a 4-1 cushion
into the third frame and didn't let up.
On Saturday Bowling Green only
owned a 1-0 lead after the first period, bat
slowly got rolling. Three quick goals
within a span of 1:24 was the spark
needed and from there it was all over but
the yelling.
The Falc. ns had plenty of praise for
Western. "They played their men very
well," said McCosh. "They were much
improved over last season," commented

Ticket policy
Plenty of tickets are now on sale for
Saturday's sports events here at the
Unlversty.
Student tickets for the hockey game
with Ohio State at 2 p.m. and for the
basketball game with Marshall at 8 p.m.
are on sale in the Memorial Hall ticket
office from 8 a.m. to noon and 1p.m.
to 5 p.m. Cost Is SO cents each.
There will be no coupon exchange for
the Marshall basketball game.
Reserved seat tickets for he
basketball game at Toledo on February
20 go on sale tomorrow. Price Is 12.00
each.

iAC standing:
Team
Miami
We3tern Michgan
Ohio University
Toledo
Kent State
Bowling Green

W
6
3
3
2
2
1

Pete Badour who had five points In the
two games.
"It was Just hard to get up for a team
like Western," related coach Jack
Vivian. "Beating them is sorts like
beating your sister."
Several Falcons had good words for
Western goalie Jim Klsh who got laced
with HI shots on goal in the two game
set. Minus the peace sign on his stick this
time, Klsh stopped many BG blasts but
didn't have the defense to compliment
him and It showed in the final scores.
The BG "red" line composed of
Bradbury-Badour-Brian Williams turned
in one hot weekend by scoring 20 points
among them. Both Williams and Badour
tallied a couple goals to go along with
Bradbury's five points Saturday.
ICE CHIPS: Williams is the second
hottest Falcon at this point in the season.
In his last seven outings he's scored 11
goals, 16 points.
Bowling Green will take the road this
Friday to Ohio State and will be after
their first away victory. At home BG it
12-2 and has outscored the opposition 9441. . . The next home game is Saturday
the 13th with OSU. . . After trailing 2-1
Friday, the Falcons ripped off 16 straight
goals the rest of the weekend.
Tommy Hendrix put in his first two
goals of the season Saturday which
leaves Russ Britton as the only other
regular performer to not penetrate the
net.

N.-.»><••• >>Y '•** >■ »»»»f «n«h«ll

DOWN THE ICE with a full head of steam comes the Falcon front
line toward the Western Michigan goal. Bronco goalie Jim Kish
is probably still having nightmares about last weekend's series

as m Falcons ootsno,
(J jn fhe two.game

western 111-27. Klsh gave the Falcons 17
series,

6th loss in a row

Same old story-Cagers lose
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
The Bowling Green Falcons have been
so near and yet so far in their 4-12 season
this year. And that was the case again
Saturday In their 75-63 defeat at the
hands of the Miami Redskins.
The Falcons were behind at the
beginning of the first half but moved
ahead with 8:54 remaining in the first
half, 21-19, with a Rich Walker-field goal.
The lead changed hands several times
after that until BG went up five points, 2925, at 5:50 on Bob Quayle's field goal.
The teams then exchanged baskets
until 8:08 when Jim Connelly picked up

his third foul and was lifted from the
game by coach Bob Conibear. After that
Miami picked up a four-point play to cut
the BG lead to one point and then at 4:37
Miami went ahead.
After that it was the same old story for
the Falcons as they made a run at Miami
but Just could not put it all together In
order to go ahead.
The game was lost at the foul line for
the Falcons as officials Whitey Huiet and
Gene Bennett called them close. This
was as a result of a league directive from
the office of officials about the use of
hands under the basket and trying to
avoid an imlicent like the one at the
Toledo-Western Michigan game two

*

■Si

weeks ago.
In that game some pushing and shoving
took place under the basket and then fans
from the stands went onto the floor and
attacked several Toledo players. The
league tried by the directive, to cut down
on normal body contact so another
Western Michigan incident would not
happen.
Not only did it cut down on the shoving
under the basket, it seemed to cut down
on the tempo of the game. And the
Falcons seemed to be hurt most by the
excessive foul calls, mainly in the second
half.
After the first half Quayle had four
fouls and Connally three for BG.as the
entire team had 14 personals. Also a
technical was called on Conibear. In the
second half the Birds only went to the
tree line six times, making five of these.
The Redskins went to the free line 16
times the second half making 12 of them.
Miami held only a one field goal advantage over the Falcons 25-24, but they
made 25 foul shots compared to 15 for the
birds.
In the second half, Bowling Green

came to within one point with 8:30 left In
the game, but then Miami seemed to run
away with the game.
For the Falcons Connally, Walker,
Quayle, Le Henson and Tom Scott
started. Dalynn Badenhop was still
suffering from the effects of a
respiratory ailment that sidelined him
for two games last week.
Besides staying close in the first half
the Falcons also outplayed the Redskins
in the statistics department.
BG outrebounded Miami 30-13Connally had 11 and Henson had nine.
Also the Birds were 50 per cent from the
field, hitting 15 of 30 and had two players
with 10 points, Henson and Connally.
However, the second half was a different story as Miami again outscored
Bowling Green. The Falcons could score
only 23 second half points.
"The officials didn't beat us and their
defense didn't beat us," said Conibear,
"we beat ourselves."
That has been the story of the Falcons
all season, that of beating themselves.
"We let them have three and four point
plays In the first half and you can't do

that," commented Conibear.
"Badenhop was weak and that made a
difference," said Conibear. Badenhop
could only hit for six points after having
16 the first time the two teams met.
Miami coach Darrell Hedric had a
different view of that, that Miami played
a real bad game.
"We didn't do a good Job the first half
on defense, we were a step behind in our
reactions in the first half. We took away
their inside game in the second half."
said Hedric.
After Miami got ahead they went Into
what they called their "tempo offense"
with 4:20 to go. Hedric said that was to
move the ball and take advantage of the
layup.
Then at 2:50 the Redskins went Into
their delay game and they put it right
away with guards Mike Wren and Tim
Meyer dribbling the ball and keeping it
away from the Falcons.
The only comment that coach
Conibear had on the last part of the game
was "that every worm has it's day."
Maybe the Falcons will have their day
soon.

Falcons tug, gig and leg it up north
I301
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traffic stopped, and there were cars spun
out left and right."
One of the cars that wiped out was the
As the Falcon indoor track team third one In the Bowling Green "station
readied to leave for Central Michigan wagon train."
Brodt was driving the lead car, and
Plday morning, had one of the guys
brought along a pair of skis, coach Mel when visibility turned zero he decided to
Brodt probably would've laid one of stop. His assistant, coach Lloyd Crable
"those" looks on him, and asked, was driving the second car and did like
"Mmmmm, and may I ask where you're wise.
Now bringing up the rear was Jim
racing this weekend?"
By the time the Bowling Green con- Gagnet who didn't see the rear end of
tingent of three station wagons had parked station wagon number two till the
gotten within ten miles of Mount Pleasant last moment, so quicker than you could
where Central Is located, Brodt might say "Hit it, Jimmy!" he didn't by driving
have wished he had a few dozen skis, or into a ditch.
Making like a 20 mule team,
snow shoes or something because Jack
everybody In the three cars pitched in
Frost was at his blizzard best.
"The snow had gotten worse once we and muscled the stationwagon back onto
were 20 miles out of East Lansing," said the road.
The Falcons could have used that
Brodt "But as we got near Mount
muscle and more later that day in the
Pleasant the conditions were terrible.
The roads wereicy, and the police had meet because It was their lack of it in the
field events that made the difference In a
64-49 loss to the Chlppewas.
Ayo Adelana and Dean Bard did come
through in the triple Jump, Ayo winning
at 45'6, and Dean taking third at 43'3V«,
that was it as far as any significant
scoring went for the Falcons because
they only got third places in the high
all won their contests without too much Jump, long Jump , and got zero in the shot
problem. Al Womack (134), John Ress put.
(188), BUI Ftckes (167) and Dave Wolfe
What the Falcons didn't have in
captured two of three bouts. Wolfe ran strength, they made up for In "smoke"
his season record to 10-1-1.
by winning or placing In seven running
"An important thing about the meet events.
was that the other schools had two full
Sid Sink led the way with ties for first
teams," Bellard added."Webad only two in the mile, with Steve Danforth (4:17.3),
extras and used Just one( Dick Munz). I and the two mile with Jim Ferstle
would have to say the competition we (9:18.1). The latter set a Finch Field
face is better than what they (the other house and Bowling Green record.
teams) face."
Tracy Elliott completed Bowling
The Falcons will have to get used to Green's sweep In the two mile, taking
the competition they normally face third place in 9:31.
because they have a borne meet with
Danforth was another double winner
perennially strong Kent State this copping u> 880 in 1:57.6, while Eddie
Saturday.
Watkins, and Wayne Ducharme hit -.6.4,
The Golden Flashes will want the and :6.5 respectively to take first and
match for retiring coach Joe Bengals, so second in the 60.
the Falcons will need to find Incentive
Other Falcons who placed Included
Just as strong to combat the Staters.
Ted Farver, second In the 440 on a :51.4;
ByVinMannlx
Assistaat Sports Editor
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N.w.pSolo by L.D. FulUrton

ONE OF THE BRIGHTEST points in the Falcons loss to Miami
last Saturday was the rebounding strength exhibited by center
Jim Connally. Connally had 20 rebounds in a game for the fifth
time this season.

Matmen enjoy warm weather
B>Dan Casseday
Sports Writer
Just when things were beginning to
look dismal for the Falcon wrestlers,
they found a ray of sunshine in the not-so
Bowling Green-like land of Atlanta, Ga.
Down, after dropping three consecutive meets, the Falcons found worm
weather to their liking and swept a tripledual at Georgia Tech to up their season
record to 8-8.
The Falcons upended the host Yellow
Jackets 17-15 and swamped the Citadel
and Florida to give them their second
triple-dual victory of the season. Three
weeks ago the Birds hosted and won a
four-team meet. Just before they went
into their brief losing skid.
Tech and Florida were supposed to
give BG its strongest opposition of the

day, and the Yellow Jackets lived up to
their expectations. However the Gators,
who entered the meet undefeated, tell
down when the pressure was applied and
finished the day beating only the hapless
Citadel.
Bowling Green finished the day 3-0,
Georgia Tech was 2-1, Florida ended 1-2,
and The Citadel marched out 0-3. The
Falcons trounced the Cadets in their first
match 324, edged past Georgia Tech,
and then showed Florida how to wrestle,
3*3.
"Teamwise its as well as we've
wrestled all year," said Coach Bellard.
"We showed those Southern teams we
were In better physical condition than
them."
Four Falcons won all three matches.
Tom Bowers (118), Mark Contos (116),
Steve Taylor (180) and Tom Hall (HWT)

Dave Fegley, second in the high hurdles
at :7.7 and intermediates in :7.3. Chuck
Mansell took third in the Utter event,
running a :7.6.
Once the meet was over, the team
planned to return to Bowling Green and
regroup wth a fresh troop of tracksters
for another meet on Saturday at Eastern
Michigan.
WeU thanks to Jack Frost, they had an
"instant overnight trip" because all the
roads In Mount Pleasant's vicinity were
closed. So making a few quick phone
calls, Brodt arranged for some dorm
space for his temporarily stranded band
of barnstormers.
Now you'd think with all the tugging
and tracking these guys went through
they'd be sucked out and ready for he
rack, right?
Well endurance is a trackman's bag in
more ways than one, because the Falcons
went giggin' till the wee hours, and
turned up Saturday with several personal
bests, and Bowling Green records...on
the track.
In the school record category there
was the shuttle hurdle' crew's third place
In :30.5, by Chuck Mansell, Dave Kondzlch, Dave Fegley, and Rick Schmidt.
Sid Sink added to the collection with a
13:44.8for second place In the three mile,
as did Jim Ferstle with a 14:10 and fourth
pice.
Running his personal best. Bob
McOmber turned 4:17.8 mile (on three
hours sleep) for fourth place.
Tracy Elliott won the steeplechase in
9:16.7 which might not be record book
stuff, but he ran it without any any
practice this winter., Ayo Adelana
took a third in the triple Jump on a hopsklp-and a Jump of 44' 7V».
In two medley events, the Falcons
came in fourth in both, running a 3:34 in
the sprint medley, and a 9:57.3 in the
distance medley.
Next weekend it's the classy Michigan
State Relays for the Falcons so it's back
up into the northern winterlands, and
that could mean skit for the whole team,
even coach Brodt.

